### Approved at the meeting of ML USC 25 February 2020
Approved by Division 07/08/2020

### Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation
Honour School of Modern Languages and Linguistics

### Brief note about nature of change:
Removal of optional additional Extended Essay Paper XIV and insertion of full content Paper XIV Dissertation

### Location of change:
In Examination Regulations 2019:
https://examregs.admin.ox.ac.uk/Regulation?code=hsomlangandling

### Effective date
For students starting FHS from MT 2020
For first examination from 2022-23

### Detail of change
1. One of the following:
   - i. Honour School of Modern Languages, one of papers IX, X, XI
   - ii. Special regulations for Linguistics, one of papers C, D, F or a second paper B1-B6
   - iii. A Special subject from the list provided for paper XII in the FHS of Modern Languages
   - iv. Candidates may additionally offer an Extended Essay (paper XIV of the Honour School of Modern Languages) on a topic in Linguistics or the Language.
   - iv. Dissertation (paper XIV of the Honour School of Modern Languages) on a topic in Linguistics or the language.

### Explanatory Notes
To reflect the conversion of the former optional Extended Essay Paper XIV to a full content Paper XIV Dissertation.